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Reopening of Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo  

With new features to enjoy starting 1 July 2020 
 

From 1st July, after an unprecedented 80-day closure, Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo and all staff at the 

historic palace are delighted to once again be able to greet their valued customers. To receive them safely, 

a full and certified health system has been introduced, already tested in other Monte-Carlo Société des 

Bains de Mer Group establishments which have reopened. Customers will be able to rediscover the 

timeless charm of Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo, along with some lovely new surprises to satisfy children 

and adults while enjoying the unique experience of the luxurious lifestyle proposed by Resort Monte-Carlo 

Société des Bains de Mer. 

From this date, the hotel will once again be able to safely accommodate guests to everyone's delight. 

Until 17 July, the Limun Bar will be the main restaurant for the whole hotel, open from 7am to 10.30pm, 

in addition to Room Service, available 24/7 at the customer's request. Staying at Hôtel Hermitage Monte 

Carlo gives direct and exclusive access to Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo from the hotel, which welcomes 

you for a much-awaited moment of relaxation and well-being. A shuttle service takes our customers to 

the Mediterranean at the Monte-Carlo Beach Club, where they can make use of the private beach and 

Olympic-sized saltwater swimming pool, . 

Discover chic “Bistro” cuisine at the Vistamar as of 17 July 2020 

In a drive to offer something new whilst holding on to its timeless values, the Vistamar catering teams 

at Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo have taken advantage of this closure period to redesign the 

restaurant's gastronomic offering and propose food lovers a brand new concept. 

From 17 July, Le Vistamar will be open from 7am to midnight, from breakfast to dinner, both indoors 

and on the large terrace that overlooks the Mediterranean, embracing Hercule Port, the rock and the 

palace of Monaco in one look.  



The bistro offer is divided into two moments for a resolutely chic style: a “Chic Bistro” at lunchtime for 

a relaxing interlude on the terrace, where fresh and simple products will be spotlighted; “Gourmet Chic” 

in the evening with noble and delicious products for a moment of sharing among friends of family. 

 

New surprises in the rooms for children and adults  

 

Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo is a place where time stands still, ideal for getting together with family. 

To continue to keep children and adults happy, the hotel is strengthening its children's facilities when it 

reopens with the “In room Kids Club”. A treasure chest will be delivered to the rooms of children up to 

the age of 12 to keep them entertained during their stay with creative and board games. This in-room 

attention ensures continuity until the Kid's Room reopens. 

 

Another new feature to discover, this time for adults, as soon as they arrive in their room: the new 

partnership with the luxury cosmetic brand Acqua di Parma and the thoroughly Mediterranean spirit of 

its “Blu Mediterraneo” collection. Available in the entire range of bathroom products, this new 

association is unique and exclusive to Monaco. 

 

 

Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo at the centre of the most exclusive destination in Europe  

 

Just a short walk from One Monte-Carlo, the new fashion district, Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo offers 

a unique shopping experience that rounds out the no less exceptional one reserved by Monte-Carlo 

Société des Bains de Mer: free access to Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo, Casino de Monte-Carlo, and 

Monte-Carlo Beach Club, with associated shuttle service. This summer, let us surprise you and take you 

to a universe of recreation and rediscovered pleasures. 

 

About Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer 
Since 1863, Monte-Carlo Société des Bains de Mer has been offering a unique Art of Living, a one-of-a-
kind resort with four casinos, including the prestigious Casino de Monte-Carlo, four hotels (Hôtel de Paris 
Monte-Carlo, Hôtel Hermitage Monte-Carlo, Monte-Carlo Beach, and Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel & Resort), 
the Thermes Marins Monte-Carlo spa, 30 restaurants including five that together have seven Michelin 
Guide stars. A hub of nightlife, the Group offers an incredible selection of events. 2020: Monte-Carlo 
Société des Bains de Mer completed four years of transformation works dedicated to Hôtel de Paris 
Monte-Carlo and to the creation of a new district around Place du Casino, One Monte-Carlo: luxury 
accommodation, shops, restaurants and a conference centre, to make Monte-Carlo the most exclusive 
experience in Europe. 
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